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Misspelled Words Questions for IBPS Clerk PRE, SBI Clerk PRE and RRB 
Asst. Pre Exams. 

Misspelled Words Quiz 25 

Directions: In each question below, four words printed in bold type are given. These are 
numbered (A), (B), (C) and (D). One these words printed in bold might either be wrongly 
spelt or inappropriate in the context of the sentence. Find out the word that is inappropriate 
or wrongly spelt, if any. The number of the word is your answer. If the words printed in bold 
are correctly spelt and appropriate in the context of the sentence then mark (E), i.e. 'All 
Correct', as your answer. 
 
1. Poor posture (A) / can lead (B) / to muscular (C) / problems (D) / in later life. All correct (E) 

A. posture  B. lead   C. muscular  D. problems  E. All correct 
 

2. The pump (A) / shut off (B) / as a result (C) / of a mecanical (D) / failure. All correct (E) 

A. pump  B. off   C. result  D. mecanical  E. All correct 
 

3. The Principal (A) / gave a very pompous (B) / speach (C) / about ‘The portals of learning’. 
(D) / All correct (E) 

A. Principal  B. pompous  C. speach  D. ‘The portals of learning’ E. All correct 
 

4. Copeing (A) / with her mother’s long illness (B) / was a heavy load (C) / to bear. (D) / All 
correct (E) 

A. Copeing  B. illness  C. load   D. bear   E. All correct 
 

5.  Even though the state has been witnessing (A) / deaths on a daily basis, (B) / it has not 
hindered (C) / the festivity (D) / spirit of the people. All correct (E) 

A. witnessing  B. basis  C. hindered  D. festivity  E. All correct 

 
6.  The player was arrestted (A) / for kicking (B) / and punching (C) / a driver outside a fast-
food outlet (D) / in the city. All correct (E) 

A. arrestted  B. kicking  C. punching  D. outlet  E. All correct 
 

7.  The clever disciple (A) / had decided to proved (B) / his skills by reciting (C) / the holy verse 
(D) / from the book. All correct (E) 

A. disciple  B. proved  C. reciting  D. verse  E. All correct 

 



 

8.  In just one year Beena has gained (A) / around eight kilograms (B) / and doctors fear she 
might be prune (C) / to heart-related ailments. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. gained  B. kilograms  C. prune  D. ailments  E. All correct 

 
9.  On being threatened (A) / by the king’s servants, the poor gardener (B) / blurted (C) / out 
that he had stolen the jewels. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. threatened  B. gardener  C. blurted  D. jewels  E. All correct 

 
10.  The city’s fashion-conscious ladies (A) / came together at a city hotel to check out an 
exibition (B) / by various (C) / designers (D) / and labels. All correct (E) 

A. ladies  B. exibition  C. various  D. designers  E. All correct 

Correct Answers: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

C C A C E A B B E D 

 
Explanations : 
 
1. The correct spelling is ‘parties’. 

 
Hence, option C is correct. 

 
 

2. The correct spelling is ‘meeting’. 
 
Hence, option C is correct. 

 
 

3.  Replace ‘found’ with ‘fond’. 
 
Hence, option A is correct. 

 
  

4.   Replace ‘strand’ with ‘stand’. 
 
Hence, option C is correct. 
 
 

5.  All are correct 
 
Hence, option E is correct. 



 

6. The correct spelling is ‘spilled’. 
 
Hence, option A is correct. 

 
 

7. The correct spelling is ‘accident’. 
 
Hence, option B is correct. 

 
 

8. The correct spelling is ‘distribute’. 
 
Hence, option B is correct. 

 
 

9. All are correct. 
 
Hence, option E is correct. 

 
 

10. The correct spelling is ‘exception’. 
 
Hence, option D is correct 
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